DECLARATION OF DECONTAMINATION

Customs: Please do not remove!

Some products can be used in processes and areas containing toxic, chemicals or other hazardous product to health.

In compliance with Brazilian Health & Safety at Work Act and the Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations, it is required to fill a certificate of decontamination declaring substances that have been in contact with the product(s) and cleaning procedure used, along with a statement that the products were decontaminated before being returned to VIVACE PROCESS INSTRUMENTS or its dealer.

Thus, VIVACE PROCESS INSTRUMENTS reserves the right on receiving, solely and exclusively, products or parts / spare parts forwarded for repairs or other services, if accompanied by this Decontamination Declaration, stating that were properly decontaminated and are safe to handle, offering no risk for contamination.

Please, send this statement to the VIVACE PROCESS INSTRUMENTS contato@vivaceinstruments.com.br by email in order to receive a RMA (number for authorization to return merchandise) before dispatching the product.

This Decontamination Statement must be completed legibly and be visible on the outside of the pack in a well-fastened clear document pouch.

The end user is required to declare the substances which have been in contact with the product(s) to be returned to VIVACE PROCESS INSTRUMENTS or any of its subsidiaries or distributors. Failure to do so will cause delays in servicing the product, return of product or additional cleaning charges if in our judgement the product is returned unsuitable to work on.
Section 1

RMA number:

Product model code/spare part Number:

The enclosed product/sparepart:

Product/spare part name:

Serial #. / Sensor #.: (if applicable):

The following information is mandatory:

Section 2

Were Product or parts / pieces used with products or processes containing chemicals or other contaminants?

( ) Yes. Please, proceed to Section 3 and 4

( ) No- You are stating that the product, parts and / or parts were never used or exposed to areas and processes with contaminants and hazardous products to health. Please, proceed to Section 4.
Section 3

Please list all contaminants that the products product / part / part was exposed:

Precautions to be taken in handling these substances if any residue found whilst handling and/or servicing:

Actions to be taken in the event of human contact:

In the presence of contaminant residue, detail how to remove it safely:

Cleaning process to be used if residue of contaminant product is found during servicing:
Section 4

I hereby certify that the returned products/spare parts have been carefully cleaned and are free from any residues. They are therefore not harmful to health and environment and I assume all liability for personal and/or material injury that could be caused.

Company:

Address:

Name (Responsible person):

Department: Phone/Fax:

Email:

Date:

Signature: ______________________________________

Please sign, then email all completed pages of this form to VIVACE PROCESS INSTRUMENTS: contato@vivaceinstruments.com.br

Please attach outside the packaging